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Summary
1. Bring me the medical records tomorrow.
2. We do not do that many cases here, but we guarantee the quality of what we do.
3. These surgeries are quite common, and we do several dozens of cases each year.
Translation
Director Wang: Hello?
Investigator: Hello! Director Wang, how are you?
Director Wang: Who am I speaking with?
Investigator: My last name is Li. A friend of mine recommended that I speak with you
directly, as I have a family member who needs a liver transplant. I was told you are
technically very good at that. Knowing you may have some time during night, I’m calling
to consult you.
Director Wang: Where are you now, and where are you from?
Investigator: I’m in Jilin; I’m from Jilin.
Director Wang: Oh, oh, please go ahead.
Investigator: Oh, yes, I’m from Jilin. My family member has developed ascites now, an
advanced case of ascites.

Director Wang: Ah, yes, okay.
Investigator: He’s seeking a liver transplant; he’s currently in another hospital.
Director Wang: Hmm.
Investigator: But I have all the test data (you may need), so I hope to bring the patient and
all medical records to you if that’s okay.
Director Wang: Listen…
Investigator: Please go on.
Director Wang: The patient should not come for the time being. First, Bring me all the
data and the medical records for me to take a look. It’s alright to just bring me all the
medical records first.
Investigator: Oh, just bring medical records now?
Director Wang: Oh, oh, the patient does not need to be here now, just bring me all the
data first.
Investigator: By the way, I’d like to ask another question. How long would we need to
wait for a liver transplant if we come now?
Director Wang: It depends. After you come, you need to get on the waiting list. This is
required by the system. It’s graded, it’s graded by the state, you must get on the waiting
list.
Investigator: Oh, do we need to wait in line? Then should we get on the waiting lists at
several hospitals, or just wait at your hospital? Could it be quicker?
Director Wang: Oh, you can get on the waiting lists at several hospitals, or you may just
wait at our hospital, either way is fine. Many patients are on our waiting list, and that’s all
I can tell you. You better bring me all the data tomorrow, so I can take a look, okay? I’d
like to know the blood type and what the tissue typing data looks like.
Investigator: He is blood type B.
Director Wang: That, that, that’s blood type B! Blood type B is better. Is he RH positive?
Investigator: Yes.
Director Wang: Alright, bring over the medical records first. I will take a look.
Investigator: In his case, the survival rate would be very high, right?

Director Wang: Oh, yes. Now, the survival rate is quite high. These surgeries are quite
common, and become routine. We don’t do that many cases here, but we guarantee the
quality of what we do. We take every single case seriously, and guarantee its quality—
every case counts. We do not pursue a larger quantity of cases as we do them. We don’t
do them that way.
Investigator: Uh, so you don’t do that many. But, you can still do over 100 or 200 cases
in a year?
Investigator: Several dozens—fewer than 100, or about 40 to 50.
Investigator: Ah, ah.
Director Wang: Yes. We don’t need to...because we have many other things to do besides
transplants. We are being too busy already. We ensure that every case is a success, and
every case counts. That’s it.
Investigator: Oh, that’s great, that’s right.
Director Wang: We’re not interested in pursuing a larger volume of cases, alright, that’s
the situation here. You just bring me the medical records tomorrow.
Investigator: Okay, I cannot come tomorrow, but I can see you the day after. I’ll call you
once I arrive. I will discuss this with my family members to make a decision.
Director Wang: Ah, ah,ah.

